
China's strategies in technology expansion in the future years. 

The U.S.' investigations on Chinese tech operations in the U.S.

The U.S.' action to stop Chinese tech expansion in the U.S.

Chinese technology-based companies have excelled in recent years, posing as a major

competitor to the U.S. which has growing concern over China's tech operation in the U.S.

This explainer aims to explain: 

The conclusion is that under Trump's administration and escalating China-U.S. tension, the

prospects and environment for Chinese based tech companies are slim. However, there is

still space for Chinese tech companies to coexist with the U.S.-based tech companies.

CHINA-U.S. TECH WAR 
C H I N A - U N I T E D  S T A T E S  E X C H A N G E  F O U N D A T I O N
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The Trump administration
demonstrates growing
concerns with regard to
Chinese tech companies
operating in the U.S. and
has shown effort to limit
China's access to the U.S. 

This explainer accesses
the current climate and
prospect between China
and U.S.' tech outlook.
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China's Tech Ambition

Expanding Global 5G Mobile Network 

A 15-year blueprint under construction determined to make China among the

biggest global technology leader. 

The expected plan will outline China’s future plans of setting global standards for

technologies in the next generation. 

The U.S. and Europe have dominated the development of standard in the past, China

is pushing its domestic efforts in participating the global standard setting for next-

generation technologies.

The China Standard 2035 Plan

The goal is to build a $141 billion AI industry by 2030, stimulating growth at around

$1.4 trillion in related business areas. 

A three-step plan involving: Phrase 1, proposes that China makes progress in

developing a “new generation” of AI theory and technology by 2020; Phrase 2, China

expects to achieve a “major breakthrough” in AI technology and the application of it,

which will lead to “industrial upgrading and economic transformation” by 2025;

Phrase 3, 2025 and 2030 sees China become the world leader in AI.

National Artificial Intelligence (AI) Development Plan 

Plans and Goals 

The strategic plan targets to dominate global high-tech manufacturing by 2025. 

It focuses on fields such as the pharmaceutical industry, automotive

industry, aerospace industry, semiconductors, information technology (IT),

and robotics, in which foreign companies are currently playing a bigger role.

Its goals also include increasing Chinese-domestic content of core materials to 40%

by 2020 and 70% by 2025.

Made in China 2025  (2015)

In 2013, China's Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, National

Development and Reform Commission, and Ministry of Science and Technology

established the International Mobile Telecommunication system-2020 5G
Promotion Group to promote an all government alliance on 5G globally.

The Promotion Group effort includes collaborative work with the EU, Japan, the U.S.,

and South Korea.

Global Efforts  (see "The Geopolitics of 5G" by Eurasia Group) 

China state-owned telecoms operators (China Telecom, China Unicom and China
Mobile) have awarded almost $10 billion worth of 5G contracts, with the target to

spend $25.5 billion on 5G equipment throughout 2020 and to install half a million

base stations that will provide 5G coverage to all cities in China. 

Domestic Progress:  
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Success across large networks in China will demonstrate to carriers in other big markets

that low frequencies can deliver on performance. This will give China a leg up in

promoting its low-frequency approach in places such as Europe, the Middle East, Africa,

Southeast Asia, and Latin America, where carriers are likely to be much slower to move

to 5G.

For China, the upside of rapid deployment domestically of standalone 5G is huge, since

5G will enable widespread use of IoT (Internet of Things) applications, smart cities, big

data and artificial intelligence, and upgrades to advanced manufacturing. 

First-mover advantage:
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Promoting Artificial Intelligence (AI) across the Globe

The expansion of AI surveillance technologies worldwide: 

"Technology linked to Chinese companies—particularly Huawei, Hikvision,

Dahua, and ZTE—supply AI surveillance technology in 63 countries, 36 of which

have signed onto China's Belt and Road Initiative." (report, 2019, from the

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace).

Huawei provides AI surveillance technology to at least 50 countries worldwide

alone.

Leading global exporter in AI technologies: 

Source: Steven Feldstein, 2019 

AI technologies coverage exceed

the U.S. in Africa, South America,

the Middle East etc.

Second largest in AI investment

and number of AI companies,

falling behind the U.S.. 

Multiple projects as stated above

on the way, pose a major threat to

US domination of AI technologies. 

Major competitor to the US: 
AI Surveillance Technology Origin

Source: Wuzhen Insitute, 2016 
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U.S.' Perception of Chinese Tech Expansion 
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Justice Department indictments demonstrated how state-sponsored Chinese

actors have led phishing campaigns to target U.S. government agencies as well

as private sector aviation and aerospace firms.

Huawei, ZTE, Inspur, Legend Capital/Holdings, Lenovo, Lexmark, Lishen Power

Battery Systems, Tianma Microelectronics, TPV Technology Ltd, Tsingua

Holdings, and Shenzen Laibo HiTech Co. Ltd. were called out for their

involvement in the Chinese military, nuclear and cyberespionage programs. 

 (Report from U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission) 

US military and corporate networks threat 

Supply chain risks/ attacks 

National Security

A number of consumers in the U.S. and Europe purchase electronic products

from China, there is a chance that these products are connected to Chinese

software which collects personal data and stores and processes them on servers

in China. These data could be vulnerable to Chinese access.

The threat of some of these Chinese tech companies not complying with U.S.

and E.U. privacy and data protection laws, as well as other local regualtions.

Significant platforms include TikTok, which has become an extremely popular

social media app in the U.S. 

 Digital platforms (such as social medias, search engines, commerce etc.) 

Personal Privacy

China costs the U.S. between $225 billion and $600 billion of intellectual

property each year. (report from the Commission on the Theft of American

Intellectual Property)

Alleged Chinese operations in higher educations through its talent recruitment

programs, and through disguised scholars and/or students who accused of

infiltration to steal key innovations and ideas through proprietary research,

confidential information. 

Intellectual Property Theft
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U.S.' Attempts to Curtail Chinese Tech Power 

The Entity List
The Entity List is a tool utilized by The Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) to restrict

the export, reexport, and transfer (in-country) of items subject to the Export

Administration Regulations (EAR) to persons (individuals, organizations, companies)

reasonably believed to be involved, or to pose a significant risk of becoming involved,

in activities contrary to the national security or foreign policy interests of the
United States.

J U L Y  2 1 ,  2 0 2 0

Domestic Efforts

The Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) today announced plans to protect

U.S. national security by restricting Huawei’s ability to use U.S. technology and

software to design and manufacture its semiconductors abroad.

BIS is amending its longstanding foreign-produced direct product rule and

the Entity List to narrowly and strategically target Huawei’s acquisition of

semiconductors that are the direct product of certain U.S. software and

technology.

"BIS added Huawei Technologies and 114 of its overseas-related affiliates
to the Entity List (in 2019), companies wishing to export U.S. items were

required to obtain a license." -- U.S. Department of Commerce 

Huawei (2020)

ByteDance, TikTok's parent company, are under ongoing investigation by the

Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS). 

It is also being reviewed by the Federal Trade Commission and the Justice

Department.

TikTok has been banned from using on government issued phones, affecting

workers for the Transportation Security Administration, the State

Department, and the Department of Homeland Security. Military

departments are also advised to ban the use of TikTok. 

A total ban on TikTok would be hard, due to restrictions of US law. The Trump

Administration is not likely to be allowed to impose a flat “ban” on a free

social media app already in use.

White House economic adviser Larry Kudlow proposed a way out for TikTok:

to transfer ownership from Beijing to U.S. investment firm in order to retain

its millions of U.S. fans. TikTok has to operate under U.S. standards.

TikTok (2020)
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The U.K. has sided with the U.S. and plans to phase out Huawei products in the

next three years. The telecommunication companies were also told they must

remove all of the Chinese firm's 5G equipments from U.K. networks by 2027.

Australia excluded Huawei equipment from its 5G networks in 2018. After

communications firm ZTE had also been banned for national security concerns. 

The Five Eyes Nations

U.S. national security adviser Robert O’Brien urges European counterparts to bar

Chinese firms from developing 5G networks in Europe. 

France has said it will not immediately ban Huawei equipment from the

country’s 5G network but is encouraging operators to not use from the company

and granting only temporary authorisations of up to eight years to those

companies that are already operating.

Opinions are divided in Germany, parliament is now in recess, so no decision on

what IT security rules Huawei would have to follow yet. 

The national intelligence service in Spain certified the Huawei's software as safe

and compliant with the relative legislation June 2020. This is due to Spain's

current 4G networks depends entirely on Huawei's operation. 

However, Romania, Poland, the Czech Republic, Latvia, and Estonia have

signed a joint statements with Washington with regard on 5G security, pledging

that the countries will not allow access from companies with foreign state

interference to their markets.

The European Union (E.U.)

J U L Y  2 1 ,  2 0 2 0

Global Efforts

U.S.' Attempts to Curtail Chinese Tech Power (Cont')

Followed by warnings from the U.S., Japan has banned Huawei and ZTE from

public procurement effective in April 2019.

India has banned TikTok together with 59 Chinese apps, the government is also

looking to block Huawei and ZTE from participating in India’s 5G

telecommunications plan. This is followed by the border clash with China since

May 2020.  

World

Where Countries Stand On Huawei's Expansion Source: BBC Research 2019 
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Frank Rose
Senior Fellow for Security and Strategy at the Brookings Insitution
U.S.-China competition is essentially about who will control the global information

technology infrastructure and standards. (2020-05-17)

Jim Breyer
Founder and CEO of Breyer Capital
I don’t think they’ll (China) be number one, because I think there’s still a level of genius

and creativity in Silicon Valley that persists and will always persist. (2018-01-03)

Hikvision spokesperson
Hikvision, as the security industry’s global leader, respects human rights and takes our

responsibility to protect people in the U.S. and the world seriously. (2019-10-08)

Lu Kang
China's foreign ministry spokesman
As we repeatedly emphasized, we hope countries can continue to take measures

conducive to trade and investment facilitation and liberalization and win-win

cooperation, which will deliver benefits to all economies. The Chinese government

expects other governments to foster a fair, open, transparent and non-discriminatory

market environment. Any country adopting discriminatory practices, no matter under

what pretext, will only hurt its own international cooperation and forfeit the benefits it

could have gained. (2019-04-15)

Robert D. Atkinson
President of the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation
Let’s be clear, the trade war has been very bad for the semiconductor industry in several

ways. It’s like China woke up and said, "We’ve relied too much on the United States."

(2020-01-20)

John Neuffer
President and chief executive of the Semiconductor Industry Association
Anyone who thinks our concerns are exaggerated should talk to the U.S. semiconductor

industry workers who are already losing their jobs due to walling off our largest market.

Revenue from that big market fuels our big research investments, which allows us to

innovate and drive America’s economic growth and national security. (2020-02-16)

Scott Jones
Nonresident fellow with the Stimson Center
If this administration proceeds with the current trajectory, we’ll see more defections of

companies, of scientists. They’ll take their toys and they’ll go elsewhere, and other

economies will be the beneficiary of that. (2020-02-16)
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About CUSEF

The China-United States Exchange Foundation is an independent, non-profit and non-
governmental foundation committed to the belief that a positive and peaceful relationship
between the strongest developed nation and the most populous, fast-developing nation is
essential for global wellbeing. Founded in Hong Kong in 2008 and privately funded, CUSEF builds
platforms to encourage constructive dialogue and diverse exchanges between the people of the
U.S. and China.


